Rescue Me – Managing Employee Fires
on March 14th with Captain Jesse Quinalty (Red Helmet Training)
This program utilizes basic firefighting and incident command terminology to
extinguish and prevent the employee fires as a Company Officer or first level Chief
Officer. The fire service spends time teaching us how to respond to fires but we
usually fight more fires in the fire station then we do out in the streets.
The program will use the same size up process taught in our Strategies and Tactics
courses to determine the strategy. The workshop then utilizes tactics to solve the
problem with RECEO VS. The course will look closely at Preventing Employee Fires,
Installing Detection and Suppression Systems, Arson Fires, Risk Assessment,
Assuming or Passing Command, Command and Control of Employee Fires and AAR.
The class is filled with case studies, employee fire training videos and fire simulations.

Instructor Bio

Courage Under Fire
March 15th with Deputy Chief Steve Prziborowski
Do you have what it takes to be a great fire officer? When I say great fire officer,
I envision someone who is willing to not settle for incompetence, mediocrity, or
inappropriate behavior, and is willing to not be his or her crew's best friend every
minute of the day. A great fire officer is a leader, a boss, a supervisor, and as some
say, a designated adult when needed. Something inappropriate or unethical makes
social media or the internet daily that reflects negatively on upon the fire service.
What's the common denominator? The lack of leadership at the firehouse!

Instructor Bio

As a fire officer in today's fire service, you must possess courage under fire and continuously aspire to be the
best officer you can be. Attendees, regardless of rank, will leave with numerous tips for leadership success.

This course will be hosted at Camp Parks Fire
LOCATION: 520 Mitchell Drive, Dublin CA, 94568
DATES: March 14 and 15, 2019 TIMES: 0900 – 1700 hours
REGISTER on our website: www.RedHelmetTraining.com
$100 for one day or $175 for both

